MEET OUR COVER ARTIST
The Black-legged Kittiwake is the fifth cover which Paul Donahue has
contributed to Bird Observer. Paul spends about half of the year leading tours or
working in the rainforest canopy at Manu Lodge in Manu National Park, Peru.
The remainder of the year he resides in Machias, Maine, where he paints during
the winter after a fall of hawkwatching.
Paul is an author or coauthor of a number of articles, which have appeared
in journals such as American Birds and Condor, on bird distribution and
behavior in the neotropics. His artwork has been widely published in the bird
literature. Paul’s address is P.O. Box 554, Machias, ME 04654.
Paul has frequently illustrated the catalog of Victor Emanuel Nature Tours,
Inc. (VENT). This is the third time that Victor Emanuel has kindly given Bird
Observer permission to use one of Paul’s drawings which had previously
appeared in his catalog. Victor Emanuel established VENT sixteen years ago,
and he and his internationally known tour leaders have taken thousands of
people on birding tours around the world. VENT’s address is P.O. Box 33008,
Austin, Texas 78764, and the telephone number is 800-328-VENT. We are
grateful to Victor Emanuel for his permission to use the lovely drawing of a
Black-legged Kittiwake for the cover of this issue of Bird Observer.

FALL HAWK WATCH
The Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch (EMHW) seeks volunteers to
hawkwatch for several or more hours this fall. All reports are appreciated. We
will be conducting special coordinated weekend watches on September 7-8, 1415,21-22, and October 26-27. We will also conduct a consecutive-day watch on
Wachusett Mountain in Princeton from September 1 through October 14. To
obtain information on how you can participate in and contribute to the hawk
watch, call Paul M. Roberts at 617-483-4263 after 8 P.M., or write him at the
address given below.
If you would like a copy of the EMHW Report on the record-breaking Fall
1990 migration and a copy of the Fall 1991 EMHW Newsletter, send a check in
the amount of $3 (made out to EMHW) to: Paul M. Roberts, 254 Arlington
Street, Medford, MA 02155. You can also order a six-page silhouette guide to
the hawks of the northeast ($1.75) and a sixteen-page silhouette guide to the
hawks of North America ($2.70). All prices include postage.
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